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New York
Summer, 1969

Promotional poster for Summer of Soul (Due for release July 2021)
Directed by Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson using footage from the Harlem Cultural Festival shot by
filmmaker and festival producer Hal Tulchin in Summer 1969

Above: Jimi Hendrix and the oceanic Woodstock audience
Left: Poster advertising An Aquarian Exposition (later
known as the Woodstock Music Festival), also held in
summer 1969

Music and politics in the USA: 18th and 19th centuries
• Revolutionary War

• Patriotic and political songs passed around on pamphlets
and published in hymnals in years leading up to
Declaration of Independence

• Ante-Bellum & Civil War Era

• Spirituals provided enslaved African Americans with
emotional sustenance and encoded forms of resistance
against slaveholders
• Abolitionists set highly affecting texts to hymn and folk
tunes to entreat support for their cause
• Fighting songs composed and enjoyed by soldiers on
both sides of the conflict

Music and
social/political
change were
deeply
intertwined
from the
earliest days of
the nation…

Music and politics in the USA: early 20th century
• Movement-based music

• Temperance songs operated similarly to abolition songs:
highly emotive in both music and text
• Women’s suffrage songs
• Union/Labor movement songs popular in the 1920s1930s formed the basis for later genres of protest music
• Agitational and ideological-educational songs scripted
by college-educated socialists and communists for the
edification of the working classes were as (un)successful
as you might imagine

Modern, massmediated
political
movements still
benefited from
the personal
touch…

Music and politics in the USA: early 20th century
• Genres of critique and complaint in popular music

• Early blues lyrics often focused on racial and
economic injustice as well as personal hardships, but
these rarely made it into circulation (a) in print, or
(b) around white audiences
• Folk and proto-country “complaint songs”
articulated grievances against the wealthy and
powerful without necessarily suggesting remedies

Dave McCarn, “Cotton Mill Colic” (1926)

What or where
is the boundary
between
complaint,
cultural
critique, and
political
protest?

Music and politics in early Civil Rights Movement, c. 1955-1962
• Music “at the heart of the quintessential social movement”
(Roy, 2010)

• Emphasis on traditional sites/sources of Black strength (God, the
church, family, community) expressed both through music
choices and performance practice
• Spirituals and gospel songs emphasized connection with the trials
and endurance of past generations, as well as the hope of
liberation to come (both politically and spiritually)
• “Zipper songs” easily adaptable to immediate circumstances
sometimes made the transition from the labor movement to Civil
Rights (e.g. Freedom Singers, “Which Side Are You On?”
• Call-and-response structures in protest songs draw on centuries
of surviving African traits in African American musical practices
(e.g. Ring shouts, field hollers, spirituals)
• Specific political commentary, claims, or demands comparatively
rare within song texts

Sound, song,
and silence
were all used
tactically in
specific protest
situations

Labor/Union movement influence
”Which Side Are You On?”

Gospel influence

Originally by Florence Reece

Labor version: Pete Seeger
(1930s-1960s)

Civil Rights version: Freedom Singers
(1965)

Jimmy Collier and Rev. Frederick
Douglass Kirkpatrick, “We’re
Gonna Walk the Streets of
Washington” (1967)

Music and politics in middle Civil Rights Movement, c. 1962-1966
• Transition to Black Power/Black Nationalism

• More overt critique; more solo and professional
performances within the scope of the music industry:
e.g. Sam Cooke, Nina Simone
• Staking a claim to Black Pride while also taking back
the means of cultural production (record labels, radio
stations, etc.)
• Political shift away from non-violence and passive
resistance towards militancy and self-defense is
mirrored by shift away from church- and communitybased musical practices to mass-mediated
professional performers

Recorded music
permits more
complex sonic
encoding in
individual
songs, as well
as reaching a
broader
audience

Music and politics, c. 1965-1975: Continuity and rupture
• Inherits some organizing practices and musical-political tendencies
from previous struggles (particularly the labor movement and early
Civil Rights movement)
• Emergence of counter-culture offers alternative to traditional causebased and institutional/ized political engagement and activism;
questions the fundamental principles on which a society is based
without necessarily engaging with specific (and even quite urgent)
problems
• Emergence of identity/solidarity bloc identity politics: Black Power,
Yellow Power, Red Power, pan-Asianness, American Indian
Movement, nascent LGBTQ+ pride, second-wave feminism, etc.
Emphasis not only on specific rights and privileges but also the
“revolution of the self” and that self’s innate value and worth

What makes
the music/
revolution
relationship of
the late
1960s/early
1970s so
distinctive?

Typology of musical relationships to revolutionary movements
of the late 1960s and early 1970s
• Progressivism and Passive resistance
(early Civil Rights movement)

• Consciousness and connection (Women’s
lib/Second wave feminism)

• Power to the people (Black Power,
Black nationalism)

• Revolution of the self (Gay pride after
Stonewall)

• We’re all somebody’s child (Anti-war
activism)

• Post-religious spirituality
(Environmentalism and alternative
theologies)

• To change the world you must first
change your mind (Counterculture and
the Movement)

• Revolting against the music industry and
U.S. American imperialism (Nueva
canción and community creation)
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Musical-Revolutionary Modes/Methods
• Lyrical revolution
• Sonic revolution
• Structural revolution

Musical-Revolutionary Modes/Methods
1. Lyrical revolution
By far the most common mode
of musical-revolutionary
engagement.
Textual references in song
lyrics: social and political
critique, advocation of causes,
expression of hopes and fears
etc.

Examples
• Song lyrics referencing particular
events, such as the Kent State
Massacre
• Musical manifestos that lay out
political programs in detail
• Musical narratives in which the
textual aspect of storytelling
presents a critical or ironic
perspective of establishment
positions

Musical-Revolutionary Modes/Methods
2. Sonic revolution
Significantly less common
mode of musical-revolutionary
engagement.
Musical elements of a song
embody revolutionary ideas or
principles through sound,
form, and style.

Examples
• Genre choices (e.g. strategic use of
blues, folk, hymnody, or other
atypical genres for particular effect)
• Formal principles such as call-andresponse or line echoes
• Expressive effects (e.g. distortion in
Jimi Hendrix’s Woodstock rendition
of The Star Spangled Banner)
• Use of quotation, parody, and collage

Musical-Revolutionary Modes/Methods
3. Structural revolution
Least common mode of musicalrevolutionary engagement.
Eschew standard music industry
models in favor of practices of
creation, performance, and
distribution that are ethically
consistent with revolutionary
ideas/ideals.

Examples
• Latin American “new song”
(nueva canción) movement
• Paredon record label
• Asian-American band Yellow
Pearl

Nueva canción
• “New song” movement originating in Latin America in the
1960s, with roots going back to the 1940s-50s and earlier
• Prominent strands developed in Argentina, Uruguay, and
Chile, among other countries
• Alternate names included revolutionary song, protest
song, militant song, rebellious song, etc.
• Broadly leftist in outlook, but not always explicitly political
in lyrics or motivation
• Shared dedication to the life of the people – advocating
for local cultural relevance balanced with Pan-American
solidarity; anti-capitalist and anti-US cultural imperialism,
pro working class, pro Indigenous culture, pro Afro-Latinx
culture

Musical tendencies of the Nueva canción chilena
Blend of Spanish folk instruments (such as the guitar and 12-string
guitarron) with Indigenous folk instruments, especially Andean
instruments such as the quena (reed flute), siku/antara (panpipes),
charango (small, guitar-like instrument traditionally made out of an
armadillo shell), and bombo (medium-large drum carved from a
hollow tree trunk)

Victor Jara,
Te recuerdo Amanda

• Typifies many aspects of the nueva canción
movement: political focus on labor and the
dangers faced by industrial workers, but
not at the expense of recognizing their
humanity and individuality (living, loving)
outside of their class identity.

I remember you Amanda
the wet street
running to the factory
where Manuel worked.
The broad smile
rain in hair
nothing mattered
you were going to meet him
with him, with him, with him
it's five minutes
life is eternal
in five minutes
the siren sounds
back to work
and you walking
you illuminate everything
the five minutes
they make you bloom.

I remember you Amanda
…you were going to meet him
with him, with him, with him
who went to the mountains
that never hurt
who went to the mountains
and in five minutes
he was shattered
the siren sounds
back to work
many did not return
neither did Manuel.
I remember you Amanda
the wet street
running to the factory
where Manuel worked.

Spotlight on Paredon Records
• Independent record label co-founded by
blues singer Barbara Dane and Sing Out!
Editor Irwin Silber in 1970
• Dedicated to recording and releasing
music of people’s movements from
around the world that would probably not
secure commercial release otherwise
• Released 50 records in 15 years, including
revolutionary music from Cuba, Angola,
and North Vietnam
• Driven by politics and aesthetics rather
than by a desire for profit, but exerted an
outsized influence on politically engaged
musicians and activists of the era

Musical-Revolutionary Motivations
• Cultural affirmation
• Consciousness-raising
• Voicing critique
• Articulating alternatives
• Strength and encouragement
• Expressing or embodying solidarity

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
1. Cultural affirmation
Affirming the value, worth,
heritage, and dignity of
oppressed or marginalized
minorities.
Often expressed primarily
through lyrics, but can also
draw on musical signifiers
as auditory and material
manifestations of culture.

Examples
• Black Power anthems, such as James
Brown, “Say It Loud (I’m Black and
Proud)”; Nina Simone, “Young, Gifted and
Black!”
• Yellow Pearl, A Grain of Sand (1973) and
other musical/cultural manifestations of
pan-Asian identity
• Incorporation of Indigenous instruments
and revival of traditional cultural rituals in
Nueva canción chilena and American
Indian Movement
• Affirming power and pride of women and
LGBTQ+ people: Helen Reddy, “I Am
Woman,” Carl Bean, “I Was Born This Way”

James Brown
“Say It Loud (I’m Black and Proud)”

Helen Reddy, “I Am Woman”

Carl Bean, “I Was Born This Way”

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
2. Consciousness raising
Drawing the attention of
an audience to an existing
issue, convincing them of
its import, and activating
them to desire and
demand change.
Benefits from the power
of music to sway listeners’
emotions.

Examples
• Musical call-outs, e.g. protest song “Which
Side Are You On?,” Gil Scott- Heron, “The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised”
• Musical narratives that humanize the self
or the Other through empathetic
storytelling or identifying similarities with
the listener, e.g. Jimi Hendrix, “Machine
Gun,” Joan Baez, “Where Are You Now, My
Son?,” Martha Reeves and the Vandellas, “I
Should Be Proud,” Barbara Dane, “The
Ballad of Richard Campos,” Holly Near, “It
Could Have Been Me,” Victor Jara, “Te
recuerdo Amanda,” Buffy Sainte Marie,
“My Country Tis of Thy People You’re
Dying”

Gil Scott Heron,
“The Revolution Will Not Be Televised”

Joan Baez,
“Where Are You Now, My Son?”

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
3. Voicing critique

Examples
• General: Expressing dissatisfaction with the
state of the world, e.g. The Chi-Lites, “(For
God’s Sake) Give More Power to the People,”
Steppenwolf, “Monster/Suicide/America”

Does what it says on the tin!

• Thematic: Anti-War, Anti-Racism, Labor songs,
Women’s lib, etc.

May criticize public figures,
establishment ideas, or
events/ situations overtly or
covertly (e.g. through the use
of irony)

• Specific individuals: Bob Dylan, “Oxford Town”
(James Meredith enrolling at Ole Miss) and
“Just a Pawn in Their Game” (death of Medgar
Evers)

Can be general, thematic, or
specific

• Specific situation: songs of the Kent State
Massacre, e.g. Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young,
“Ohio,” Barbara Dane, “Kent State Massacre,”
Harvey Andrews, “Hey Sandy” etc.

The Chi-Lites, “Give More Power to the People”

Barbara Dane, “Kent State Massacre”

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
4. Articulating Alternatives
Imagining a better world
May be couched in apolitical
terms, particularly in the
context of countercultural
disdain for organized politics,
but can be understood as
having a different kind of
revolutionary aim

Examples
• Poetry of possibilities: John Lennon, “Imagine,”
Lennon/Ono, “Give Peace a Chance,” Cat Stevens
(Yusuf), “Peace Train”
• Concrete achievements: Loretta Lynn, “The Pill,”
Joni Mitchell, “Woodstock,” Scott McKenzie, “San
Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Flowers in Your Hair)”
• Encountering/embracing marginalized individuals
and communities with love rather than fear: Lou
Reed, “Walk on the Wild Side,” The Kinks, “Lola”
• Resisting typical U.S. American model of protest
music as deconstructive but not productive:
community-building practices, aesthetics, and
philosophies of Nueva canción singers

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
5. Strength & Encouragement
Encourages weary warriors
engaged in long-term struggles

Examples
• Exhortations to maintain hope and keep on
fighting: The Impressions, “Keep on Pushing,”
and “We’re A Winner,” Bob Marley & the
Wailers, “Get Up, Stand Up,” protest song
“We Shall Overcome,” James Collier &
Frederick Douglass Kirkpatrick, “We’re Gonna
Walk the Streets of Washington”

Reasserts the vital nature of
the struggle, its winnability,
and the importance of fighting
on regardless

• Asserts the timeliness or inevitability of
change: Bob Dylan, “The Times, They Are aChangin’,” Sam Cooke, “A Change is Gonna
Come”

May remind activists of their
forebears who also struggled
and survived

• Celebrate the lives and achievements of
notable figures: Ono/Lennon, “Angela,” Dick
Holler, “Abraham, Martin and John"

The Impressions, “We’re A Winner”

Bob Marley and the Wailers,
“Get Up, Stand Up”

Musical-Revolutionary
Motivations
6. Expressing/Embodying Solidarity
Facilitate massed participation,
strengthening the sense of
collective identity and collective
power while simultaneously
giving a voice to the voiceless
Extension or intensification of
protest chants: entraining and
unifying disparate individuals into
a cohesive, coherent movement

Examples
• Line echoes or call-and-response
structures build participation into
the song structure: e.g. Barbara
Dane, “Join the G.I. movement”
• Catchy refrains and familiar tunes
invite audience members to join in
• Multi-tracking and other studio
techniques evoke crowds and thus
the voice of the people in
commercially released recordings:
e.g. Edwin Starr, “War,” John Lennon,
“Power to the People”

Barbara Dane and Active Duty G.I.s,
“Join the G.I. Movement”

Edwin Starr, “War”

Rock, Rap, and Revolution in the 21st Century
• Some songs of the 1960s/1970s still resonate (especially with young people whose
parents liked the records!): Sam Cooke, “A Change is Gonna Come,” Bruce
Springsteen, “My Hometown”
• 1960s Folk rock = 2010s Indie rock
• Hip Hop: Genre born of disenfranchisement, dissatisfaction, and dissent –
“revolution in its DNA” (as one student terms it!). Verbal dexterity allows for
expression of complex ideas
• “Conscious” rap: subgenre specifically focusing on politically/socially aware text and
expression. Major ideological difference (post counter culture): not “Give peace a
chance,” but “No justice, no peace”
• Nonetheless, the USA doesn’t have the same common tradition of revolutionary
song to draw on that e.g. Chile does (nueva canción songs still draw mass
participation at 21st century rallies!)

Playlist suggestions from Yale students,
class of 2024
Noname, “No Name”
(2018)

The Childlike Empress,
“A.C.A.B” (2019)
Kendrick Lamar,
“The Blacker the Berry”
(2018)
Hozier, “Jackboot
Jump” (2019)

Hozier, “The Wages”
(2019)

Jay-Z, Kanye West,
& Frank Ocean,
“Made in America”
(2016)

For full playlist, keep an eye on yale74.org !

The Childlike Empress
“A.C.A.B.”
(2019)

Nothing's justified
When you're stealing lives
Another mother weeps
Into blood-filled streets
Do you feel brave?
Do you feel safe?
Well we don't
Mass incarceration
Rules this hateful nation
The land of the free
Thrives on slavery
Do you feel brave?
Do you feel safe?
Well we don't

Kennice, featuring Mohamid the Prophet
“Truth”
(2020)

…On the untrustworthiness of
mediated information, and the
necessity of pursuing truth with
a critical gaze

Kenrick Lamar, “The Blacker the Berry” (2018)
Engages with the complexity of contemporaneous AfricanAmerican experiences:
• Title references Wallace Thurman’s 1929 novel about colorism
and discrimination within the African American community
• Cliché “the blacker the berry, the sweeter the juice” acts as a mantra
through much of the background of the song, a subtle but ever-present
reminder of the way in which Black bodies and Black culture are consumed
and commodified by American popular culture, even as Black Americans are
being crushed by concatenating structures and cultures of violence enacted
simultaneously by extra- and intra-cultural forces: white supremacy, police
brutality, the school-to-prison-pipeline, structural racism, colorism, and
gang violence
• Collaboration with Jamaican dancehall artist Assassin (who performs the
choruses) grounds the song in a broader Afro-Diasporic musical and political
context

Hozier, “But the Wages” (2019)

Irish indie songster Hozier assumes an
ironically cheerful tone as he comments that
everything in the world is rising (sea levels,
poverty, inequality)… except wages

Nueva canción
sings on!

Inti-Illimani perform “El pueblo unido jamas será vencido!” with other nueva canción musicians at an
unauthorized “Concert for Dignity” held in protest against the Chilean government’s human rights violations
and violent crackdown on protest and dissent. (Santiago de Chile, December 2019)

THANK
YOU!
Questions, Comments, and Suggestions Welcome
Email angharad dot davis at gmail dot com

